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UK, Norway increase maritime patrol aircraft cooperation 

Defence ministers of the UK and Norway have agreed to step up their defense relationship during a November 10 
meeting where UK Defence Secretary Michael Fallon announced new cooperation on maritime patrol aircraft (MPA) and 
exercises. After a visit to Norway’s top military headquarters, close to the Arctic Circle on Thursday, Fallon announced 
that the UK and Norway would work closer on maritime patrol aircraft cooperation, including in reducing costs and 
increasing operational effectiveness. 

The UK announced that it would procure nine Boeing P8 MPA in last year’s Strategic Defence and Security Review. The 
new capability, which will be based in Scotland, will allow for enhanced situational awareness in key areas such as the 
North Atlantic, and will also further increase the protection of the UK’s nuclear deterrent and the nation’s two new 
aircraft carriers. 

“Britain needs Maritime Patrol Aircraft to keep watch over the seas. As part of our £178 billion defence equipment 
program, we’ve committed to new maritime patrol aircraft that are able to monitor threats to Britain and our armed 
forces,” Michael Fallon said. “By stepping up cooperation with Norway on maritime patrol, we will help keep Britain 
safer and more secure.” Source : Naval Today 

Zvyozdochka Shipyard Upgrading Russian Navy Project 971 Akula-class 
Submarines 

The Zvyozdochka Shipyard has been upgrading the Project 971 Shchuka-B-class (NATO reporting name: Akula I-class) 
nuclear-powered attack submarines, according to its press office. The Leopard nuclear attack submarine’s arrival to 
Zvyozdochka for repair in 2011 marked the era of the repair and modernization of the Project 971 boats. Today, the 
Volk, another ship of the class, operated by the Northern Fleet, is side by side with the Leopard in the shipyard. Their 
sister ships, the Bratsk and the Samara operated by the Pacific Fleet, are awaiting their turn Although Zvyozdochka 
has its hands full repairing and upgrading various surface ships and submarines and building a specialized vessel series 
for the Navy, it was chosen as the sole contractor to bring the Shchuka-B fleet up to date.  

 



 

Russian Navy Northern Fleet’s K-157 Project 971 nuclear-powered submarine Vepr. Picture : Ilya Kurganov 

The thing is, it is Russia’s only shipyard able to tackle the large-scale nuclear-powered submarine modernization 
program. Therefore, the Navy decided to vest a part of the nuclear-powered attack submarine fleet combat readiness 
maintenance task with Zvyozdochka and its affiliate Nerpa. Moreover, Zvyozdochka is the shipbuilding’s most 
sophisticated company featuring a wealth of relevant experience in carrying out technically complex programs, e.g. the 
modernization of the Project 667BDRM (Delta IV-class) nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines (SSBN) - the 
mainstay of the nuclear leg of the Russian nuclear deterrent triad. These considerations explain why the Pacific Fleet’s 
Project 971 nuclear-powered attack submarines have arrived for the upgrade specifically to the Yagry Island-based 
shipyard.  

All of them are facing both repair and heavy upgrade, after which their designation will be altered. The upgrade will 
cover both the systems and the hulls. The improved performance of the third-generation Project 971M nuclear-
powered attack submarines will bring them close enough to the fourth-generation Project 885 Yasen-class 
(Severodvinsk-class) boats. Essentially, a new ship will be created in the old hull. The unavoidable retirement of the 
second- and third-generation subs from service and the increasing obsolescence of the Project 971 ones, which service 
record dates back over 20 years against the backdrop of the lack of proper repairs coupled with an extremely slow 
commissioning of fourth-generation submarines, makes the Navy pay special attention to maintaining the current 
nuclear-powered attack submarine forces of its Northern and Pacific fleets.  

The on-condition repair in recent years has been unable to overcome the growing obsolescence of the radio electronics 
and other equipment, and the characteristics of the weapons suite are no longer on a par with the up-to-date 
standards. To maintain the readiness of the nuclear-powered attack submarines, the Project 971 ones are in need of 
repair and modernization that includes a number of compulsory elements, according to expert opinion. The measures 
to be taken should include advanced control, communication, navigation, sonar, action information and other 
electronic systems, cutting-edge missiles and torpedoes and nuclear security, survivability, habitability, reliability and 
noise reduction aids. 

The overall repair and upgrade solutions will extend the class’s service life by 15 years. Since their service life equals a 
quarter of a century in case of supportive repair alone, the 15 years until the commissioning of enough fourth-
generation nuclear attack submarines is a sufficient guarantee of the readiness of the attack submarine fleet. To 
handle a large-scale job like that, even the shipyard, which had held a sterling record as nuclear-powered attack 
submarine repairer for decades, had to do a serious homework ranging from the design records coordination with the 
design bureau to the reconstruction of its manufacturing facilities. The routine approach ‘first the design, then the 
construction’ has been reversed, with ships coming for repair while the shipyard continues the R&D and re-equipment 
despite the clearance to proceed with the contract.  

Due to the hurry to fulfil the overall task, the shipyard has to lead the design bureau that has to modify the design 
documentation urgently, spending a lot of time on problems calling for quick resolution. The design bureau and 
shipyard being out of sync could not but result in the program’s slipping behind schedule, and this is only one of the 
aspects complicating the upgrade of the Project 971 nuclear-powered attack submarines. 

The Project 971 class is made up of third-generation boats embodying the then most advanced scientific and technical 
solutions. The increase in the automation of controlling the systems led to a cut in the crew strength and a tighter 
layout of the submarine’s interior. The approach to building the Project 971 submarines has switched to modular 
design, with complete modules placed inside the hull. Certainly, this makes the complicated upgrade even more 
difficult, necessitating out-of-the-box concepts for implementing the program.  



Taking the Leopard for example, one can imagine the difficulties facing Zvyozdochka. Once the dismounting of her 
equipment and hull structures and the hull and system repair determination began, the company encountered the 
sluggishness of designers dragging their feet on the design and production records release for months. The production 
and repair of the equipment by the original equipment manufacturers (OEM) poses another problem characteristic of 
not only these submarines, unfortunately. Many OEMs have ceased to exist with the collapse of the Soviet Union. The 
delays in the delivery of basic equipment and spares, tools and accessories needed for the repair have become a pain 
in the neck to Zvyozdochka.  

The work is under way, nevertheless. The foundations are being laid for the equipment and for the testing of hull 
elements and ballast tanks. The electric installation work is in full swing onboard the Leopard after a long delay. The 
current pace of the work and equipment delivery indicates that the order will be fulfilled on schedule. The analysis of 
the errors made while repairing and upgrading the lead ship of the series will speed up the return of the remainder to 
service by far.  

To do the job on time, the company will also have to invest in the re-equipment and reconstruction of Zvyozdochka 
production facilities. In addition, the shipyard has had to introduce a huge number of examples of support equipment, 
including benches for testing and calibrating the systems and mechanisms and repair tools. All of these were supposed 
to be tested on the Leopard. Figures show the scale of preparations made. Since the preparations for and the conduct 
of the dismounting of the sub’s equipment, more than 1,400 items of the hardware intended in support of the Project 
971 submarines’ upgrade have been manufactured to date, which is half of the total number required. The 
development and commissioning of new tests stands continues, for which purpose more research and design institutes 
have been contracted.  

As for the infrastructure, the reconstruction and building of several production and support facilities of the shipyard are 
in progress under the third-generation nuclear-powered attack submarine program within the framework of the 2018 
federal program. The reconstruction of the low-pressure boiler room and Shop No. 10 have been completed and the 
re-equipment of Shop. No. 15 - the slipways of the shipyard - is being carried out at the expense of billions of roubles 
set aside by the government and provided by the shipyard out of pocket. Several facilities more are being built or re-
equipped, including the hydraulics (the deep-water and shallow quays in the first place), ship lift and transport/transfer 
facilities, and screw processing shop.  

Unfortunately, it is this combination of factors (delay in the technical re-equipment program that is time-consuming 
and labour-intensive indeed, preliminary design and organizational work drawbacks, and slippage behind schedule by 
subcontractors) that remain the cause of the delay in executing government-placed orders for the repair and upgrade 
of the Project 971 nuclear-powered attack submarines. 

The situation is anything but new to Zvyozdochka that encountered the same problems when it launched the Project 
667BRDM nuclear-powered submarines’ shipyard repair of many years. At the time, the initial difficulties were dealt 
with, and the repair of the strategic submarines then went like clockwork. There are reasons to believe that the Project 
971 family’s repair and modernization will see their problems ironed out and that the upgraded Project 971M 
submarines will return to service on the dot, according to the press office of the Zvyozdochka Shipyard. Source : 
Naval Today 

India’s CSL completes aircraft carrier refit 

 

INS Vkramaditya during the commissioning ceremony. Photo: Indian Navy 



The Indian government announced that Cochin Shipyard Limited completed repair works on the Indian aircraft carrier 
INS Vikramaditya on November 5. The ship spent little over a month in dry dock after the navy decided in 
September to dry-dock the carrier when it was at the Karwar Naval Base. Officials said they were not sure whether the 
CSL was capable of performing a task as complex as this one. “Till INS Vikramaditya docked in Cochin Shipyard and 
water was pumped out of the dock and we had her sitting safely, there was a real concern on whether India could do 
it,” Shri Rajesh Gopalakrishnan from CSL said. 

The company had considerable planning & preparation to do in order to accommodate the ship that was bought from 
Russia in 2014. This involved administrative, logistic and technical arrangements of a large magnitude. CSL first had to 
task IIT Chennai to undertake a detailed dock floor strength analysis to prove that the dock had the capacity to 
accommodate loads of this nature. The design of the dock blocks was done in-house thereafter by CSL to seat the 
Carrier in the dry-dock. 

For one, INS Vikramaditya needed specially designed dock blocks made of plenty of hard as well as soft wood on 
which she could sit. (Shipyards typically go for a combination of concrete and wood to dry dock ships for repairs. But, 
in this case, plenty of “wholly wood” blocks were also used to address the loading concerns.) Another major cause for 
apprehension was whether this ship with higher draft would be able to clear the dry-dock sill without its propeller 
getting damaged, especially with the available water levels and tidal conditions in Kochi. 

Then, there was the water depth issue to tackle. The carrier needed higher water depth to enter the Kochi harbor. The 
entire outer channel, Ernakulam channel and harbor area, including dock mouth and berths at CSL were dredged to a 
depth of close to 14 meters. While CSL was undertaking preparatory activities to enable the ship to dock, INS 
Vikramaditya had to berth at the ICTT Terminal nearby with a depth of 14.5 meters. This was to facilitate the ship to 
propel into Kochi on her own power. According to the government, the work package was contracted and scheduled 
for 70 days but certain operational requirements demanded significant compression of the time-frame and the ship 
was undocked and taken out of the yard in 42 days. Source : Naval Today 

Canadian ship seizes $28 million of cocaine in Central America 
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Her Majesty’s Canadian Ship (HMCS) Brandon seized an estimated 700 Kg of cocaine in cooperation with the U.S. 
Coast Guard on November 5. The cocaine, worth an estimated $28 million (USD), was recovered from the ocean in 
international waters off the Pacific Coast of Central America after being jettisoned by suspected smugglers in a panga-
style fishing vessel that had been spotted by a USCG HC-130J aircraft patrolling the region. 

HMCS Brandon launched two rigid-hulled inflatable boats (RHIB) with USCG law enforcement teams onboard to 
pursue the vessel and secure the 14 jettisoned bales. The Smugglers managed to escape, however, as the HMCS 
Brandon RHIB was unable to stop the panga vessel. Operation Caribbe, under which HMCS Barndon is currently 
deployed, is Canada’s participation in the multinational campaign against illicit trafficking by transnational organized 
crime in the Caribbean Sea and the East Pacific Ocean. A total of 14 bales were recovered, weighing an estimated 700 
Kg in total. They were secured by one of the RHIBs and later recovered by HMCS Brandon. The seized substance 
was tested positive for cocaine by the USCG. 



Since February 2016, the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) have seized or disrupted a total of approximately 3,630 kg of 
cocaine and 1,520 kg of marijuana. The Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) has conducted Operation CARIBBE since 
November 2006. 

Joint Interagency Task Force South, a subordinate command of United States Southern Command, oversees the 
detection and monitoring of illicit traffickers and assists US and multinational law enforcement agencies with the 
interdiction of illicit traffickers. Source : Naval Today 

Russian Navy Marshal Ustinov Cruiser Undergoes Final Tests in White Sea 

The Marshal Ustinov missile cruiser of project 1164 is undergoing final test trials in the White Sea and will be 
handed over to the Northern fleet, spokesman of the fleet Captain 1st rank Vadim Serga told reporters. The press 
service of the Severodvinsk-based Zvezdochka Shipyard which modernized the cruiser earlier said the warship sailed 
out for seagoing tests on October 30. The Marshal Ustinov is scheduled to sail to its home port of call in the fourth 
quarter of 2016. 

 

Marshal Ustinov missile cruiser in sea trials. Photo : Oleg Kuleshov 

"At present the crew of the cruiser under the command of Captain 1st rank Sergei Alantyev together with Zvezdochka 
experts and representatives of contractors are carrying out a program of seagoing tests in the White Sea. After a 
thorough check of all systems and mechanisms in real sea conditions the upgraded cruiser will be handed over to the 
Northern fleet," Serga said. 

The Zvezdochka Shipyard began to restore technical readiness and upgrade the Marshal Ustinov missile cruiser in 
2011. "During the time a program of dry dock works was completed, main engines and accompanying systems as well 
as general onboard systems repaired, mainline cables checked and faulty sections replaced. The main radio-electronic 
warfare complex of the cruiser was upgraded," the spokesman said. Source : TASS 

Sydney hosts small fleet of warships ahead of New Zealand naval review 

 

Chilean Navy tall ship Esmeralda is welcomed into Sydney Harbour. Photo: Royal Australian Navy 



Six ships from four navies arrived at Garden Island, Sydney in early November, creating a buzz on the harbour. The 
visits came ahead of the Royal New Zealand International Naval Review, which will take place in Auckland later this 
month. Indonesian Navy ship KRI Banda Aceh, a Makassar class landing platform dock was the first to arrive in 
Sydney. Chilean Navy tall ship Buque Escuela Esmeralda followed a few days later. The sail training ship, which is 
undertaking her 61st training cruise, was welcomed to Sydney with a 3 inch gun salute from the cannon positioned 
near the Royal Australian Navy Heritage Centre. 

She was escorted by a fleet of vessels including local tall ships Southern Swan, South Passage and James Craig and a 
fire tug. Eight Australian midshipmen, undergoing phase two of their Joint Warfare Application Course, joined the 
Esmeralda in Jervis Bay, south of Sydney, for the voyage into the city. Midshipman Connor Hoban said it was a 
memorable experience. “The entry into Sydney Harbour consorted by other tall ships with flags flying was pretty 
breathtaking,” he said. “Esmeralda is 62 years old and the crew is made up of 330 members, 100 of which are 
midshipmen who have just finished Chilean Naval Academy.”  

Hot on the heels of Esmeralda’s arrival were two Republic of Korea Navy ships, destroyer Chungmugong Yi Sunsin 
and fast combat support ship Cheonji, which arrived for a three day visit to Sydney. Indian multi-role frigate INS 
Shivalik and patrol vessel INS Sumitra also made the journey to Sydney and conducted a number of engagements 
alongside. The New Zealand Navy is hosting an International Naval Review to mark the service’s 75th anniversary. The 
event starts on Thursday, November 17, while the official review ceremony will take place November 19. Source : 
Naval Today 

UN Security Council: Somali Piracy Still a Matter of Grave Concern 
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The UN Security Council has renewed its authorization for international naval forces to join in fighting piracy off the 
coast of Somalia for another year, stressing that while the threat of such crime had declined, “it still remained a matter 
of grave concern.” 

Unanimously adopting resolution 2316 (2016) and again affirming the primary responsibility of Somali authorities in 
the effort, the Security Council renewed the call upon States and regional organizations that were able to do so to 
cooperate with those authorities and each other in deploying naval vessels and military aircraft, by providing logistical 
support, and by seizing and disposing of boats, arms and related equipment reasonably suspected to be used in piracy 
and armed robbery in the area. 

Following a steady decline in attacks since 2011 through naval counter-piracy missions and protection offered to ships 
transiting through the region, the Security Council noted the continued need for national legislative action and 
international capacity-building assistance due to the continuing gap in domestic capacity and legal frameworks for the 
detention and prosecution of suspected pirates and those who profited from the crimes. 

The Security Council also expressed concern over reports of illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing in Somalia’s 
exclusive economic zone and, noting a complex relationship between such activity and piracy, recognized that it 
accounted for millions in lost revenue for the country and could contribute to destabilization of coastal communities. 
Source : World Maritime News 
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